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Abstract

Sol–gel spin coating process is used to produce optical filters from SiO2 and TiO2 multi-

layers. By coating the films symmetrically on both sides of the glass substrates, we designed

two types of three-layer anti-reflective (AR) filters for the near–infrared region, and a nine-

layer reflective filter for the near–UV region. We develop a simple theoretical model for these

filters, which incorporates sol–gel film densification during the coating process, and fit it to the

experimental data to extract properties of the individual layers in the coatings.

r 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Many sol–gel coatings have been reported which have reflective [1–12] and
antireflective (AR) [12–19] properties. They vary according to the chosen substrate,
sol, central wavelength, number of layers, optical thickness arrangement, coating
see front matter r 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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technique, and firing details. Compared to physical and chemical vapor methods, the
sol–gel method is inexpensive and easily adaptable to industry scale and mass
production. It is possible to work in normal atmospheric conditions and get high
homogeneity of the final coatings. The process can be controlled by temperature or
through the chemical contents and their molar ratios. There are a variety of options
for depositing the coatings, namely spinning, dipping or spraying the substrate with
the sol.

In this paper, a nine-layer near–UV reflective and two types of three-layer near-
infrared (NIR) AR filters were obtained by using a sol–gel spin coating method on
both sides of the glass substrate. For the reflective filter alternating high-index TiO2

and low-index SiO2 layers were deposited, while for the AR filter, an additional
layer, a TiO2–SiO2 mixture, was used as a medium-index. TiO2 and SiO2 were chosen
because of their high index contrast and their resistance to corrosion.

One of the major goals in the design of the sol–gel optical filters is to be able to
predict the behavior of the total system based on the properties of the individual
layers in the coating. While it is easy to determine the refractive index and thickness
of a single layer deposited on a substrate, using these properties to estimate the
actual index and thickness of the layer when it is part of a multi-layer stack is
significantly harder. Due to the nature of the multi-layer coating process, one layer
may experience longer durations of heat treatment than another, and thus there
are varying degrees of densification for layers at different positions along the stack.
We have developed a theoretical model for our double-sided multi-layer systems,
which is sophisticated enough to approximately account for this densification, yet
simple enough to give reliable, physically sensible results when fitted to the
experimental data.
2. Theoretical model

We construct a simple theoretical model in order to examine the optical properties
of the component layers in our filter systems, and verify that the experimental results
from the multi-layer films are consistent with what we expect from our single-layer
measurements. Given the thickness, refractive index n(o), and extinction coefficient
k(o), of each layer in our system, we want to calculate the total reflectance and
transmission as a function of wavelength, so as to compare them to the
spectrophotometer results. Both the reflective and AR filter systems consist of a
glass substrate coated on both the sides. Proceeding from inside out, the sequence of
layers on each side is identical.

The passage of a beam through such a system is shown schematically in Fig. 1.
Since the total thickness of the multi-layer films C and C0 on either side
�102–103 nm, which is the same order as the wavelength of the incident light, the
multiple reflected and transmitted beams as the light passes through the film are
essentially coherent. On the other hand, the thickness of the substrate is �106 nm, so
beams whose path difference involves one or more traversals through the substrate
will be treated as incoherent. The reflection and transmission coefficients r1 and t1,
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Fig. 1. Part (a) of the figure shows the substrate with a series of layers C and C0 on either side, where C0 is

the same as C in reverse order. The reflection coefficients for beams contributing to the total R are shown

on the left, and the transmission coefficients for beams contributing to the total T on the right, in terms of

the reflection and transmission coefficients r1, r2, t1, t2, defined in parts (b and c).
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for a beam passing through our multi-layer stack from outside in, can be easily
determined through the standard transfer matrix method [20]. The same is true for r2

and t2, for a beam passing through the film from inside out. Thus r1, r2, t1 and t2 will
be some functions of the thicknesses, n(o), and k(o) of the individual layers. The
reflection and transmission coefficients for beams making multiple passes through
the substrate are just products of r1, r2, t1, and t2, as shown in the figure. To find the
total R and T, we sum the coefficients of the series of beams incoherently:

R ¼ jr1j
2 þ

X1

n¼0

jt1r2nþ1
2 t2j

2 ¼ jr1j
2 þ

jt1r2t2j
2

1 � jr2j
4
; (1)

T ¼
X1

n¼0

jt1r2n
2 t2j

2 ¼
jt1t2j

2

1 � jr2j
4
: (2)

We thus can calculate R and T given the thicknesses, refractive indices, and
extinction coefficients of the layers.

One additional factor needs to be taken into account before Eqs. (1) and (2) can be
usefully applied to model our experimental results. Every time the light passes from
one side of the substrate to the other, its intensity is approximately reduced by a
factor of dðoÞ ¼ expð�asubðoÞdsubÞ; where asubðoÞ and dsub are the absorption
coefficient and thickness of the substrate, respectively. Even a small increase in
asubðoÞ; for example in the near–UV region of the spectrum, will translate into a
significant intensity loss because of the large size of dsub 
 106 nm: In the presence of
this absorption, every |t1|

2 and |r2|
2 in Eqs. (1) and (2) gets a factor of d, and the

formulas for R and T become

R ¼ jr1j
2 þ

d2
jt1r2t2j

2

1 � d2
jr2j

4
; (3)

T ¼
djt1t2j

2

1 � d2
jr2j

4
: (4)
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To determine dðoÞ; we look at the reflectance and transmission for an uncoated
substrate in the spectrophotometer. The R and T data is fitted to a version of Eqs. (3)
and (4), with r1, t1, r2, and t2 simple constants for the case of no layers. From this we
get a value for d at each of the measured wavelengths, and we interpolate to get a
function over the entire wavelength range. The resulting form for d for
l=300�1000 nm is shown in Fig. 2. The main effect of this absorption for our
systems will be in the lo350 nm region.

To complete our description, we need to choose specific forms for the refractive
indices and extinction coefficients of the individual layers in the multi-layer coating.
For the refractive index, we use the Wemple–DiDomenico single-effective-oscillator
model [21],

n2ðoÞ ¼ 1 þ
EdE0

E2
0 � ðh̄oÞ2

; (5)

where E0 and Ed are parameters describing the oscillator energy and oscillator
strength, respectively. This form was found to fit, to a good approximation, a wide
variety of materials, including the oxides used in our systems [21]. The values for E0

and Ed for each layer in our stack will be based on the single-layer results (each type
of film used in our system is also prepared separately on the substrate, and the
refractive index and extinction coefficients are determined from the spectro-
photometer data using standard techniques).

To model the extinction coefficient k(o), we note that for the materials in our
system, the absorption is almost zero for most of the wavelength range
300�1000 nm, where data was collected. Only in the near–UV region do we expect
significant absorption, and this primarily from the layers containing TiO2, which has
an optical band gap around 3.2 eV [22]. To model k(o), we assume the onset of
optical absorption for each layer is described by the typical relation

aðoÞh̄o ¼ Bðh̄o� EgÞ
Z; (6)
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Fig. 2. The intensity attenuation factor d ¼ expð�asub dsubÞ for the Corning 2947 glass substrate used for

the multi-layer coatings in this study.
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where the absorption coefficient aðoÞ ¼ 4pkðoÞ=l; Eg is the optical band gap energy,
B is some constant, and Z depends on the kind of optical transitions occurring [23].
For the materials used in our system, we expect indirect transitions and set Z ¼ 2
[22]. Eq. (6) then gives us a simple model for k(o),

kðoÞ ¼
cB

2h̄o2
ðh̄o� EgÞ

2yðh̄o� EgÞ (7)

with two parameters Eg and B. Here y is a unit step function that makes k zero when
h̄ooEg: As in the case of the n(o) parameters, the values for Eg and B for each layer
will be based on the single-layer results.

Lastly, when we consider multi-layer sol–gel coatings, the nature of the fabrication
technique means that bottom layers, which are coated first, will experience more heat
treatments than the top layers, coated later. Longer exposure to heat treatment can
dramatically reduce the thickness of a sol–gel thin film, as residuals from sol–gel
synthesis are removed from the film, the gel network condenses, and porosity
decreases [24]. Thus a layer near the bottom of the stack will generally be thinner
than the same type of layer toward the top [5]. Because of this densification, we
expect the refractive indices and extinction coefficients in our multi-layer system to
be somewhat larger than the ones calculated from the single-layer samples (which
experienced only one heat treatment). The scaling of the refractive index with density
r can be approximately described by the Lorentz–Lorenz law [25],

~n2ðoÞ � 1

~n2ðoÞ þ 2
¼ ~QðoÞr; (8)

where the complex index ~nðoÞ ¼ nðoÞ þ ikðoÞ and ~QðoÞ is some function dependent
on the composition of the material. If we know n and k for some density r0 (for
example, from the single-layer results), then we can use Eq. (8) to determine n and k

for any other density r. Associated with each layer we will introduce a parameter
D ¼ r=r0X1 to describe relative densification: compared to the single-layer sample,
how much more dense is the same layer in the final stack. This allows us to account
for deviation of the n and k from the single-layer results due to densification of the
film during the multi-layer coating process.

To summarize: we have described a model for calculating R and T of our multi-
layer system, given certain input parameters describing the individual layers. For
example, in our reflective filter, we have alternating stacks of SiO2 and TiO2. The free
parameters are the thickness dSiO2

and dTiO2
of the individual layers, and the

densification factors DSiO2
and DTiO2

: The other parameters are assumed to be fixed
by the single-layer results. By varying the four free parameters, we do a least-squares
fit of the experimental multi-layer R and T data. For this non-linear least-squares
fitting problem, we employ the Levenberg–Marquardt multivariate-regression
algorithm, as implemented by Wolfram Research’s Mathematica software. The
s- and p-polarization data sets are fitted simultaneously, to obtain the thickness and
dispersion curves of the individual layers in the stack.

The small number of free parameters was achieved through imposing simple,
physical constraints on the system, by using the single-layer experimental data and
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assuming n and k scale according to the Lorentz–Lorenz law. An alternative would
be to dispense with the densification factors and let E0, Ed, B, and Eg for each layer
also be free parameters. For complex systems such as the multi-layer stack, an excess
of free parameters often leads to the fitting algorithm getting stuck in an unrealistic
local minima, where R and T are closely fit, but with unphysical results for n, k, or
the thicknesses. Experience has shown us that fitting with sensible constraints, and a
smaller number of free parameters, is more reliable.

A final note on the theoretical simulation: clearly, one of the main sources of error
for our simple model will be the variation of the layer thickness within the stack.
Because of small variations in preparation, as well as the above-mentioned
densification effects, a TiO2 layer near the bottom will not have exactly the same
thickness as one near the top, or even the corresponding TiO2 layer on the other side
of the substrate. In the model, all the layers of the same material are assumed to have
the same thickness; otherwise we would end up with an unmanageable number of
free parameters. Thus the best-fit dTiO2

should be seen as the average thickness of a
TiO2 layer in the stack; similarly DSiO2

is effectively an average densification factor.
Even with this simplification, we believe our model still manages to capture the
essential optical properties of our multi-layer stack system; this is borne out by the
fitting results discussed in Section 4.
3. Experimental procedure

3.1. Sol preparation for the reflective filter

The SiO2 sol was synthesized with tetraethylorthosilicate (Si(OC2H5)4, TEOS)
[99% Aldrich]. TEOS was mixed with isopropanol (C3H8O) [99+% Aldrich] as
solvent, distilled water (H2O) for hydrolysis and hydrochloric acid (HCl) [37%
Merck] as catalyst at 70 1C for 80 min. The molar ratios were TEOS:C3H8O:-
H2O:HCl=1:32:32:0.24. The TiO2 sol was prepared in two steps using titanium (IV)
butoxide (Ti[O(CH2)3CH3]4, TIVBT) [97% Aldrich]. In the first step, TIVBT,
ethanol (EtOH) [99.8% Riedel-deHaën] and acetic acid (CH3COOH) [100% Merck]
were mixed at room temperature for 30 min under the molar ratios TIVBT :
EtOH:CH3COOH=1:113.45:1.4. In the second step, ethanol was added to the
solution so that the molar ratios became TIVBT:EtOH:CH3COOH=1:189.1:1.4.
After this, the solution was stirred for 1 h more still at room temperature. Both the
SiO2 and TiO2 solutions came out homogeneous and transparent.
3.2. Sol preparation for the AR filters

The SiO2 coating sol was based on the same synthesis method as described for the
reflective coatings. But the molar ratios of the reagents this time were
TEOS:C3H8O:H2O:HCl=1:16:16:0.12. The TiO2 sol used in the system is exactly
the same as for the reflective coatings. Also by using these two sols, a mixture sol of
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80 vol% TiO2–20 vol% SiO2 was prepared through stirring at room temperature for
30 min.

3.3. Coating process for the reflective filter

Microscope slides (Corning 2947) with dimensions 2.5� 2.5� 0.1 cm were used as
substrates each time. After washing with glass detergent and rinsing with water as a
precleaning step, the glasses were then ultrasonically cleaned (Bandelin, Sonorex
RK100, 35 kHz) for 15 min in ethanol. Later on they were dried in a hot-air stream.
In order to get each TiO2 sub-layer in the reflective filter, the coating was done on
both the sides by spinning the TiO2 solution at 2000 rpm. After that, each film was
heat-treated at 100 1C by a microprocessor-controlled furnace (Carbolite, CWF
1100). This coating and heating procedure was repeated after another three times to
get the final TiO2 layer. The SiO2 layers were obtained through coating both the sides
of the pre-films by spinning at 3500 rpm and drying for 5 min at 100 1C. The final
sequence of layers on each side of the substrate (proceeding from inside out) is:
(HL)4 H, where H is the TiO2 and L is the SiO2 layer.

3.4. Coating process for the AR filters

3.4.1. Type I

The sizes of the glasses and cleaning procedure were the same as for the reflective
filter. In the creation of a three-layer AR filter, the mixture solution 80 vol%
TiO2–20 vol% SiO2 was spun at 2000 rpm; this is the medium-index first layer. For
the second layer, the total TiO2 layer was obtained by following the coating
procedure for the TiO2 sub-layer in the reflective filter except that it was repeated five
times. The third layer, SiO2, was spun with the corresponding solution at 4000 rpm.
Each of these coatings was heated for 5 min at 100 1C after deposition. The final
sequence of layers on each side of the substrate (proceeding from inside out) is: the
TiO2–SiO2 mix, TiO2, SiO2.

3.4.2. Type II

For the second type of AR filter, we used the same sol preparation, coating
technique, and layer sequence as for Type I, but the sub-layer of TiO2 was repeated
ten times instead of five. Each of the coatings was heated for 5 min at 100 1C after
deposition, and in addition we used the stack-firing method [13]: the completed
system was heat-treated at 450 1C for 15 min, and then the sample was switched to
another furnace at 230 1C, where it was left for 8min.

3.5. Single-layer preparation

In order to obtain information about the component layers of our system, which
we can then use in our theoretical simulation, each of the individual layers
mentioned above for the reflective and AR filters was also prepared alone on a
substrate. The preparation technique was exactly the same as the one for the
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corresponding layer in the multi-layer system. For layers used in the reflective filter
and the Type I AR filter, the single layers were heat-treated at 100 1C for 5 min after
deposition. For those used in the Type II AR filter, this heat treatment was followed
by the stack-firing method described above.

3.6. Characterization

NKD system spectrophotometer (Aquila Instruments) is used to evaluate
transmission and reflection intensity of both single and multi-layer prepared films
at an incident angle of 301. The single layer thickness and refractive indices were
determined with the package program PRO-Optix Version 4.3 included in the NKD
system; these results were double-checked with our own fitting algorithm. The
optical properties of the individual layers within the completed systems were
calculated through the theoretical model described in Section 2. The adhesion of the
filters was evaluated by cross cut and tape tests. The surface roughness was
determined by atomic force microscopy (Shimadzu).
4. Results and discussion

4.1. Reflective filter

The design and material properties of our filter systems were motivated by
predictions from our theoretical model: to get a rough sense of how the system
behaves, we set the thickness parameters in the model equal to those of the
corresponding single layer samples, and made the densification factors all equal to 1.
For the reflective filter, the results indicated that maximum reflectance occurred
approximately at a wavelength l where the system satisfied a detuning condition [7]:
the sum of the optical thicknesses of the basic unit in our stack, the TiO2 and SiO2

layers, was equal to kl=2; where k ¼ 1: We varied our sol preparation parameters
until we found a combination, which would give maximum reflectance for
l 
 500 nm; given the thickness values from the single-layer samples. Factoring in
thickness reduction during the multiple coating process, the actual reflectance
maximum in the final system would be shifted to shorter wavelengths, and this is
exactly what we see in Fig. 3, showing the reflectance and transmission results for the
completed multi-layer system, for both s- and p-polarizations. The new reflectance
maximum is at E365 nm, with over 90% reflection between the wavelengths
350�370 nm (for s-polarization). Thus our system acts as a near-UV reflective filter.

We do nonlinear least-squares to find best-fit values for the thicknesses and
densification factors, and the resulting curves for R and T are also drawn in Fig. 3.
The discrepancies between the experimental data and theoretical best-fit curves are
most likely due to the simplifications of the model; whereas in the actual stack, each
of the ten TiO2 and eight SiO2 layers might have slightly different thicknesses, the
model uses just two parameters, dTiO2

and dSiO2
; to describe the thickness of each

type of layer. Similarly the densification factor D for each layer will vary depending
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on the position of the layer in the stack; again the model distinguishes only two D

factors, one for the TiO2 and one for the SiO2 layers. Clearly our model should give a
better approximation when the same type of layer is repeated fewer times, and in fact
for the AR filter system (where each layer type appears only twice, one on each side
of the substrate), the theoretical curves fit the experimental results more closely, as
will be seen in the next section. Despite our simplifications, the qualitative optical
properties of the reflective filter are reproduced well, in particular the position and
height of the reflectance maximum.

Fig. 4 shows the best-fit dispersion curves for the individual layer refractive indices
and extinction coefficients. These results for n and k are consistent with physically
accepted values for TiO2 and SiO2 films. The calculated model parameters are listed
in Table 1. For comparison, we also show the thickness found from the single-layer
data. As expected, the thickness of the layers in the stack are noticeably smaller. This
accounts for the large shift in the reflectance peak.

Despite the relatively low temperature, 100 1C, used during the multiple heat
treatments of this system, the stability of the resulting films does not seem to be
adversely affected: a cross-cut and tape test found excellent adhesion (5B [26]).

4.2. AR filter

Figs. 5 and 6 show the experimental reflectance and transmittance results for the
two AR filter systems, together with theoretical best-fit curves. The design of the two
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reflective filter system.

Table 1

Best-fit results for the model parameters in the reflective filter system. For comparison, the bottom row

lists the single-layer thickness results

Parameters TiO2 SiO2

Densification factor D 1.0470.01 1.00

Thickness (in stack) 57.771.2 nm 49.372.2 nm

Thickness (single-layer) 66.370.4 nm 86.770.7 nm
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filters differs in the relative thickness of the component layers (Type I using five sub-
layers of TiO2 versus 10 for Type II). In addition, the Type II system was fired at
450 1C after the coating process was complete. As with the reflective system, the
choice of sol parameters was motivated by theoretical predictions using the thickness
results from the single-layer samples. For the Type I system, the model indicated an
AR minimum where the optical thickness of the three layers summed to l=2ðk ¼ 1Þ:
When we chose the sol parameters to position this minimum at l ¼ 1050 nm; based
on the single-layer thickness, we found the final multi-layer system had shifted to a
minimum near 805 nm, as seen in Fig. 5. In contrast, the Type II system has a broad
W-shaped AR region, with the shorter-wavelength valley of the W centered at the l
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where the optical thicknesses sum to lðk ¼ 2Þ: When we used the single-layer results
and adjusted the sol parameters to place this valley at 595 nm, we found that in the
final system it was near 545 nm. The shift between the predicted and observed spectra
is significantly smaller for the Type II than for the Type I system, a fact which will be
explained below when we discuss the significance of the final heat treatment
temperature.

For the Type I system, the AR region is centered around l ¼ 805 nm: For
wavelengths between 770�845 nm, the reflectance is less than 1%, while in a range
745�885 nm it is less than 2% (for the s-polarization). In comparison, the glass
substrate has E 11% reflectance. The Type II system has two local AR minima, at
545 and 845 nm, respectively. At 545 nm, the minimum reflectance is only 1.3%, and
remains under 2% for a narrow range of 535�560 nm (for the s-polarization). The
other minimum is deeper and broader, with the reflectance under 2% between
785�910 nm, and under 1% between 815�865 nm. Both systems can function as
NIR AR filters.

From the shift between predicted and observed spectra mentioned above, we see
that the single layer samples are a better predictor of stacked layer properties in the
Type II system. We also see this in our best-fit results for the model parameters,
which are listed in Table 2. The densification factors for the layers in the Type II
filter are smaller than those of the corresponding layers in the Type I filter.
(Remember the D factor measures relative densification: compared to the single layer
sample, how much more dense is the same layer after it has been prepared as part of
a multi-layer stack.) To explain these differences between the Type I and Type II
filters, let us take a closer look at one of the layers, for example the TiO2 which is the
middle layer in the stack.

We start with the TiO2 layer in the Type I filter. The associated single layer sample
is prepared by coating 5 sublayers of TiO2 on the substrate, and keeping each
sublayer in the oven for 5 min at 100 1C. When we construct the multi-layer stack,
the TiO2 layer is prepared in exactly the same way, but by the end of the fabrication
process it has spent more time in the furnace (because we added an SiO2 layer on top
and heat-treated it). The densification factor D is a measure of what effect this extra
Table 2

Best-fit results for the model parameters in the AR filter systems. For comparison, the single-layer

thickness results are also shown

Type I

Parameters TiO2–SiO2 TiO2 SiO2

Densification factor D 1.3070.06 1.0470.01 1.00470.008

Thickness (in stack) 25.773.0 nm 55.573.2 nm 168.572.1 nm

Thickness (single-layer) 65.971.2 nm 106.870.2 nm 182.471.2 nm

Type II

Densification factor D 1.1770.06 1.00170.002 1.00

Thickness (in stack) 32.173.9 nm 137.472.1 nm 131.970.7 nm

Thickness (single-layer) 44.771.8 nm 143.470.3 nm 147.771.0 nm
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furnace time has on the index of refraction of TiO2. At the relatively low temperature
of 100 1C, we expect densification to proceed slowly: the heat treatment during the
coating of the TiO2 layer will not have completely removed all the residuals of the
sol–gel synthesis, and the extra furnace time during the coating of the top layer will
continue the densification process for the TiO2 layer. Thus the TiO2 layer in the
finished stack is denser than the one in the single layer sample: we get a D factor of
1.0470.01.

Compare this to the TiO2 layer in the Type II AR filter. The preparation of the
single layer sample involves the same 100 1C heat treatment after each sublayer,
but at the end we heat-treat it for 15 min at 450 1C followed by 8min at 230 1C.
Similarly after we construct the multi-layer stack, we take the finished stack
and heat-treat it for 15 min at 450 1C followed by 8 min at 230 1C. At temperatures
of 450 1C we expect onset of crystallization of TiO2. The residuals of sol–gel
synthesis will be rapidly evaporated or burned off, and the film will eventually
achieve a stable thickness. It should not make much difference whether beforehand
the film was exposed to longer furnace times at 100 1C: during the subsequent
450 1C heat treatment, the TiO2 in the single layer sample and the TiO2 in the
stack should both approach some final, stable density for the crystallized film.
In fact we get a D factor of 1.00170.002, less than the D for TiO2 in the
Type I filter.

In general because of rapid densification at higher temperatures, we expect the D

factors for layers in the Type II filter to be smaller than their counterparts in the
Type I filter, and this is exactly what we see in the Table 2 results. In addition we find
another pattern agreeing with our intuition: the lower layers spend longer times in
the furnace (compared to their corresponding single layer samples) than the higher
layers, and thus the densification factors are greatest for the bottom layer (the
TiO2–SiO2 mix), and decrease as we go up. The top layer in the stack (SiO2) should
have a D factor approximately equal to 1, since it undergoes exactly the same heat
treatment as its corresponding single layer sample.

There is a recent study by A. Dı́az-Parralejo et. al. [27], which supports the above
observations. The authors looked at densification of ZrO2�3 mol% Y2O3 sol–gel
thin films using heat treatments at a variety of temperatures. Among their results
they found that for the low temperature regime (100–200 1C) the total duration of
heat treatment has a noticeable effect on film thickness (densification occurs slowly,
so the thickness of the film continues to decrease with longer furnace times); while in
the intermediate regime (300–500 1C), once crystallization sets in, extending the
heating time has little or no influence, since the film thickness has achieved an
approximately constant value.

The calculated best-fit refractive indices and extinction coefficients for the two
types of AR filter are shown in Fig. 7. For the Type I system, the densification
of the mixed TiO2–SiO2 at the bottom of the stack is large enough to increase its
refractive index as high as the index of the pure TiO2 layer. The two bottom
layers effectively become a single high-index layer, thus explaining some of the
difference between the optical properties of the two systems (which share the same
layer sequence).
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Fig. 7. Best-fit results for the refractive indices and extinction coefficients of the component layers in the

AR filter systems: (a) Type I and (b) Type II.

Fig. 8. AFM surface measurement for the Type I AR system.
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As in the case of the reflective filter, even the heat treatment at 100 1C seemed
sufficient to produce stable films: both the Type I and Type II coatings had excellent
adhesion under the cross-cut and tape test (5B [26]). Our thin films also have very
smooth surfaces, seen in the AFM results of Figs. 8 and 9 for the Type I and Type II
systems, indicating average roughness of a few nanometers.
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Fig. 9. AFM surface measurement for the Type II AR system.
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5. Conclusion

Thin film systems using both the sides of a substrate through the sol–gel spin-
coating technique can be designed for a variety of useful purposes, of which the near
UV reflective and near-infrared (NIR) anti-reflective (AR) filters described in this
study are only a few. Choosing a layer arrangement to give the system some desired
reflectance or transmittance profile requires an effective theoretical model, one that
can account for the often-complex changes of sol–gel thin films during the coating
process. The model presented here is tailored specifically to the task of sol–gel multi-
layers involving a few basic layer types from which the entire sequence is created. By
associating a small number of free parameters to each layer, we can model the optical
properties of even a fairly large sequence.
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